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Abstract:
Al Taradiyat is one of the oldest poetry. It was known by Arab people
since Jahili Time and at its peak was in Abbassi time. Abu Nawas was
the foremost representative of it. He created new forms. His style was
far from the old poetic purposes and he used metaphors and imaginary
similes derived from the luxurious life of that time. In addition to that he
adopted strange words that dealt with traits of predators and describing
them carefully and meticulously. Moreover it highlighted that kind of
old poetry since poetry and literature are an extension of the past and
a mirror of the society. Adding to that a poet or a writer is the son of
his environment where he learns and gets information, and where his
creativity ﬂows. For this reason I dealt in this research with the poet
innovative tendency in poetry depending on the analytical method and
sociology and literature which made him very famous.
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